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About This Game

Detective Ashley Clark is puzzled by a series of mysterious kidnappings. The only connection between these unusual
disappearances is a ruby pendant. Could someone be using this sparkling ornament to send a clandestine message, or could this

be the handiwork of an underground cult? Follow the clues to discover the ancient secrets held by the ruby pendant, and uncover
the truth about the bizarre kidnappings!

Features:

Exciting mini-games

Wide range of difficulty levels

Intriguing plot with twists and turns

34 quest levels

23 mini-games levesl

15 hidden-object levels
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Suprisingly boring and overly comical. Much prefer Airport Tycoon. Definately worth the dollar I paid for it! It's a cute game,
and the environment and sounds make it easy to play from beginning to end. I found it easy on the head. Ya know those times
when you just wanna chill out, but not play anything intense... this is the kinda game that's good for that. You basically get asked
to do tasks to unlock areas and buildings then more tasks to level them up.

There are a couple of bugs but nothing to your panties in a bunch over... ;P I showed one possible bug area in the Part 1 of my
full playthrough.

There is also a misleading mission asking you to fill an order for 5 units of wood (should have been worded "Planks" of wood).
Here's Part 12 of the playthrough I made to clear up any confusion about it. It also contains the Fake Gold Mission.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=L6REps1Ljbg&list=PLrsBivCXPDcd2bG0PVcnyMGHDvg7kkp9k&index=12
In short... I got it dirt cheap during a sale and I'm glad I bought it! It also has Steam Trading Cards which is a bonus!. Quite
possibly the dumbest military game ever. Did NES return in our world? Definitely - YES!). First 18+ game on Steam I
purchased, and it's ������. Only mice and basketball fans can dislike this game.

But put some extra stuffs in the game, like:
- Other balls. Ping-pong (for harder difficulty), soccer maybe...
- Challenge mode
- Mice could have behaviours
etc. I'm passed level 33 at the moment. VOI gets increasingly difficult after each achievement, so there is that nice difficulty
curve. Crashes sometimes when you try to access Steam Overlay.

EDIT: I have finished the game. After completion of level 66, the game just crashes, but I got all the achievements. Nice game.
Will play again maybe after a year or so.. The puzzles are really fun, and the art is great. Really good game, a lot of
achievements, got all of the letters in 1h. I recommend this game for people who like to customisze their profiles.. Very nice
DLC, adds a lot of troop types + an entire new campaign to the base game.
Worth the 4 bucks
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I don't get how this game got 80% positive reviews.

The tutorial is pretty useless. You are not given the information you need to understand the game mechanics. It is not explained
where the redicously high amount of "hype" you have to generate even comes from. I guess it's somehow related to the "types"
of parties but those are selected at random when you begin a new game as is your personel which also isn't explained in great
detail.

The personell as well as the visitors are so dumb that it actually hurts to watch them. The waiter will just run off after serving a
table as if he was trying to avoid having to work for his money while there is bunch of empty tables nearby that need to be
refilled.

Guests on the other hand will immediately run back home when they encounter an empty table, completely ignoring dozens of
non-empty tables in close proximity.

"Hype" also doesn't seem to stack properly and the only thing that appears to generate "hype" is different types of lights which
you cannot actually afford when starting a new game.

In it's current state, the game is merely annoying and doesn't make much sense at all.. Cannot launch Caeser 4 for some reason.I
have a laptop with windows 7.
. Actually a pretty solid puzzle game. It can be a bit tricky at first, but you eventually learn some tricks to maneuvering around
levels efficiently. Time trial achievements can be intimidating at first, but you'll learn that you actually have plenty of time to
work with.. excellent-retro game!!Congratulations!. I bought this at full price and regretted absolutely nothing.
Well spent purchase.. really nice little game it was a lot of fun. If you're a fan of classical roguelikes this is a must play. If you're
new to the genre this is a great game to introduce you without sacrificing depth. 10\/10 cant recommend enough. A quick
hidden object\/point&click game that still has a fun (if thats the right word for it) plot line to follow. For the level of difficulty I
would normally recommend it for younger gamers; easy puzzles and an ingame walkthrough should you get stuck make it easy
to solve completely on yuor own. However there is a very dark untertone to the game (basicaly you are chasing a serial killer
around his house trying to rescue your Anne. That being said, I think older gamers will appreciate the art and concepts behind
the game.

If you like hidden object games : 7\/10
If you do not like hidden object games: 4\/10

I think that this game could be more challenging if they added achievements, otherwise there is not incentive to solve a puzzle
on your own butratehr just "skip" it.. I am loving Lumo. It has such a georgeous look and feel, coupled with the chilled ambient
electronica atmosphere; it\'s a really lovely looking experience. The gameplay is perhaps not always so relaxing - it being a
throw back to 8-bit isometric games such as Knightlore on the BBC Micro, where, for those not old enough to remember, each
room is a self contained challenge to get through, and where the perspective is fixed in one corner. That means some interesting
puzzling, some navigation through large maze-like levels, and a lot of primarily dexterity-based platform challenges with
jumping, rope swinging, avoiding enemies type play. These can be very challenging. The game pushes you, and some rooms
might seem impossible at first. It will test you, but that surge of satisfaction when you complete a tough room is unbeatable. I
have shouted at my screen in both triumph and despair with Lumo, but when you perfect a room, or when a puzzle just clicks, it
leaves you smiling. I\'m not usually a paltformer type of gamer, and I\'m only partway through, but sure, I can wholly
recommend this.. I purchased this game, it crashes at start up, does not even load, and I cant get support or a refund.
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